
Tracing Reality 
The Work of Sissi Farassat 

I want to utter interiority without yielding intimacy.  
Roland Barthes in Camera Lucida 

Sissi Farassat’s photo-based work takes a bit of a detour from her chosen medium, foregoing the 
photographic promise, in order to contemplate the very nature of photography and photographic 
representation. She takes needle and thread to her prints and through this time-consuming and 
deliberate process produces icons that appear at once self-conscious and critical of their image 
status – in particular, the dichotomy of showing and looking, depicting and projecting.  

Encountering Farassat’s work, one quickly realizes the incredible amount of time she has spent 
considering and transforming her photographs, turning each into a unique object. In fact, as an 
artist working in photography, Farassat prefers to cancel out what seems to be most specific about 
the medium: the instantenousness of the picture-making process, the endless reproducibility of the 
image as well as the virgin surface of the photographic print. In most of her work, Farassat alters 
her original photographs with their emphatic snapshot aesthetic by stitching thousands of crystals, 
beads, or sequins onto the prints that in return mask and/or emphasize certain image areas. She 
redefines figure-ground relationships, privileging the subject as it is surrounded by a shimmering sea 
of gemstones with the circle as a reoccurring motif, all of which reference Byzantine and Persian 
iconography as much as Vienna Secession and Pop Art. 

Although Farassat works on the surface, she also perforates that surface and looks beneath. She 
breaks with the conventions of photography and pursues her own formal and conceptual practice 
that is refreshingly sublime and yet raw. It is also a feminist critique on representation. Many of her 
works are based on self-portraiture – long before the “selfie” became a cultural fad – posing for an 
audience, performing a variety of roles, but in more recent works also turning away from the 
camera, leaving us with a guessing glance at a shoulder or back. This consequent use of self-
portraits in Farassat’s work draws inspiration from a long line of feminist artists who pictured 
themselves as a way of correcting the chauvenist gaze by taking control of their own image. Hannah 
Wilke and her embrace of feminine narcissism as a weapon of empowerment and resistance, in 
particular, comes to mind when looking at Farassat’s work. In fact, one could apply what critic 
Amelia Jones wrote in 1995 about Hannah Wilke also to Sissi Farassat: “Through her myriad, often 
contradictory presentations of her self, [she] solicits this gaze, grafting it onto and into her body/
self, taking hold of it and reflecting it back to expose and exacerbate its reciprocity.“ But while 
Wilke’s chewing gum “scar” sculptures mark her body in a Brechtian Verfremdungseffekt in an 
effort to detach body from eros, Farassat inverses this strategy to a similar effect, puncturing the 
unblemished photographic print repeatedly with a needle as she liberates her self-image through a 
de-contextualizing application of embroidery. 

This second part of her formal practice, the most physical and obsessive, requires a great deal of 
discipline and stamina. Farassat outlines and fills in the patterns as she stitches sequins or 
Swarowski crystals into the picture, carefully considering shapes, colors and opacity. Working in 
such a fashion, she reverses the Benjaminian notion about the mechanically (or digitally) 
reproducible photograph, and instead (re)charges each print with an aura by handling and marking 
it, spending a drawn-out and quite meditative time with it. Even framed and behind glass, there is a 
tactile quality to the finished work due to the texture and weight of the embroidery as well as the 
sense that the print has been handled by Farassat for so many hours, leaving marks of labor on the 
print as well as—we imagine—on the fingertips and hands of the artist. 

Another body of her work goes a step further in questioning visual representation, while remaining 
consequent in her tactics: she turns the print over, denying us the photographic image altogether. 
Instead, she alludes to a picture through a figure that is traced by colored thread. We may conclude 
that we look at the verso of a print, because we recognize the repetitive corporate logos that run 
across the paper, which obviously places the work within the photographic realm, but everything 
else depends on the trust we put into the stitched revelations of the artists and in our own 
imagination. This lack of light inscribed information and the subsequent reliance on clichéd images 
in our heads make us to complicit participants. In one particular series, for example, Farassat asked 
female friends to model in typical pin-up poses, which she only presents to us as reverse outlines of 
these models. “The viewer is confronted with something recognizable,” writes Farassat about these 



works, “while simultaneously falling into a visual void. The only references are his/her own 
experiences and projections. (...) Nothing but the figure-ground play can ignite one’s fantasy in a 
picture devoid of typical photo historic references. The commodity aesthetics and (sex) appeal of 
the glossy surface is translated into the photo paper’s brandname and in a thread that is frayed and 
purposefully not to the point.“ 

She first applied this verso strategy, however, to prints she made from a cachet of slides that she 
found on a flea market in Vienna. The slides turned out to be vacation and every-day pictures taken 
by an unknown family she dubbed “Familie Müller”. Farassat respects and reinforces the mystery of 
these found anonymous pictures of private moments by outlining the figures on the back of the 
print. We know nothing about the people depicted, yet recognize the motif and perhaps even attach 
our own memories vicariously onto them. There is a melancholic gesture in this offering of lost 
images that serve as carriers for our own projections of life lived. Fast forward from the age of 
private slide shows to our current Internet age, as we increasingly follow the lives of friends and 
acquaintances through social media and share our own, we experience a Borgesque moment in 
which the virtual overtakes the real, the visual “mapping” of life becomes as extensive and detailed 
as life itself. Our innate sense—or shall we say anxiety—that unshared existence is no existence at 
all, ironically seduces us to waste valuable lifetime. Sissi Farassat’s “analoge” backside images of 
“Familie Müller” offer us, like those fairground cut-out photo ops in which we insert ourself, a 
modest escape from the relentless dynamic of our digital age. 

And I think here lies the beauty and generosity in Sissi Farassat’s work: She holds us still for a 
moment and lets us reflect it. She shows us what’s wrong with the picture, but won’t take away our 
pleasure of looking. Time seems to accelerate all around us while we are bombarded by an endless 
stream of images. But when we are offered the gift of a precious instant and a well-considered 
thought that is also fabulously packaged, like Sissi Farassat’s art, then we should accept it with 
deep gratitude and hope that it can last just a bit longer. 

(Daniel Blochwitz, May 2014) 


